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A View from Our President:
In the Year 2020
My apologies to Zager and Evans and their song “In the Year
2525,” but who would have predicted what the year 2020
turned out to be like? Sure, we all knew it was going to be
an interesting political year—but COVID, protests, riots,
hurricanes—and the year isn’t over yet! We all have had
challenges to face, some far more ominous than others. So
invariably folks ask, “How are you guys doing?”

Wisconsin Aviation Offers
Specialized Mooney
Refurbishment
Wisconsin Aviation recently acquired the business of Jaeger Aviation,
owned by Bruce Jaeger, a Minnesota Aviation Hall-of-Famer who
developed a specialty business installing new, innovative interiors
in Mooney aircraft. The “Spatial Interior,” as it is known, increases
internal width as well as replacing worn and dated interior parts.
Jaeger remains an integral part of the team to aid in a smooth transition
process, passing on his years of Mooney restoration expertise to
Wisconsin Aviation’s technicians.
The Problem. Effects of time, sunlight, temperature, and wear take
their toll, diminishing the value of many Mooney aircraft. Yellowed
and cracked window trim, side panels, and headliners may no longer
complement the Mooney’s beautiful lines.
Continued on next page

Well it’s been interesting. Thanks to you, our dedicated
customers, and some government stimulus programs, we are
functioning quite well. Our teammates have been troopers,
diligently doing their jobs despite all the worries, pressures,
mandates, and uncertainty. Our flight schools saw nearrecord new-student starts as folks had time to pursue new
skills, acquire new travel options, and chase dreams. Over 50
dedicated individuals have achieved new licenses or ratings
so far in the year 2020!
While our friends at the airlines are still suffering 60+
percent drops on passengers, many people have turned to
and discovered the safety, security, and ultimate convenience
of private air travel through charter flights. Comments like,
“You guys are amazing,” and, “You have spoiled us,” are
so nice to hear, but they make me wonder why we haven’t
been able to introduce more people to the joys of a charter
flight. These new customers have helped make up for the
lack of business travel as many companies stay locked down.
That being said, business travel has started to pick up, and
we expect a busy time once the virus recedes and folks
discover that their airline options aren’t what they used to be.
With lots of people working at home in their jammies, there
will be a tremendous pent-up demand to reestablish those
all-important personal relationships. Perhaps that is why I
have had an almost unprecedented number of inquiries about
corporate travel options from forward-looking companies
and executives.

Continued on page 10
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Aviation Has
Changed
Forever

Continued from page 1.

• Increased elbow and shoulder room.
• Installation in days, not weeks, helps keep costs to a
minimum.
• Owner install assistance or do-it-yourself reduce cost.
• Dual lock fasteners simplify removal and reinstallation.
• Increased space for storage pockets—where you need them.
• Elegant fabrics covering baggage, spar, and footwell panels.
• Options for reconditioning upper plastics makes it work.
• Restoration parts add no weight to the aircraft.

Wisconsin Aviation Interiors Tech Carlos Sampayo Hernandez
replaces the door wind lacing as part of a Mooney refurbishment.

The Solution. The Spatial Interior is the answer. Fourteen years
of experimenting and research have resulted in the selection of
a few amazing plastic refinishing products. Attractive molded
side panels designed solely for the vintage Mooney add space,
elegance, and comfort while simplifying service. The features and
benefits of the Spatial Interior include:

In addition to creating an exciting new look, extra room, comfort,
and convenience, the Spatial Interior upgrade adds considerable
value to your Mooney when it’s time for your next airplane.
To find out more about this innovative specialty refurbishment
process, visit: WisconsinAviation.com/aircraft-sales/interiors.
Your Mooney can once again have the look it deserves for less
than you think. To obtain a no-obligation price quotation, contact
Wisconsin Aviation’s interiors department at Interiors@WisAv.
com or 920-261-4567.

Promotions

The airlines let us down.
People are mad. We relied
on airlines for travel. And they
let us down.
Not United or Delta or American, but rather the concept. Many
people crammed together in a close-quarters cabin may never
again be the norm. Within hours, innocent airliners piloted by
human hosts can unknowingly deposit disease across the world.
The benefit of hindsight, now knowing the extent of economic
cost—and also realizing my own liabilities in this disaster—
has me come to question if corporations, businesses, or even
individuals will ever again take the gamble on world travel.
I sincerely hope so. We need world travel. Economies around
the world depend on it. I depended on it. Flying is a part of who
we have become as a species. Is it time we contemplate taking
matters into our own hands?

Upgrade your GNS 430/530 to a
GTN 650Xi/750Xi and Save!
Available thru December 18, 2020

Flying isn’t inherently hard. You go up and down, left and right.
Yes, it’s an effort to learn the regulations and the finer points of
aerodynamics, but essentially it doesn’t take much more skill
than driving a car. Of course, aircraft are unique and have specific
operational requirements, but so does any Mercedes or Tesla. And
no more expensive, either.
All the money airlines have ever saved us has been lost these last
two months. Flying the airlines has never saved us time with long
lines, delays, security screening, waking up at 4 a.m. to be on
time for a 9 a.m. flight.
What new security screening will be involved? What is your time
worth to make the meeting in Kansas City and be back in Tampa
for the kid’s big game the same evening? A private pilot certificate
can open the entire country to some. Bigger aircraft can open the
world. Perhaps it’s time we reflect and recognize the heyday of
aviation and how easy it was for everyone to fly. Flying yourself,
your own family, on your own terms.
Aviation has changed forever. This great country was built to fly
and that’s a good thing, because the next golden age of aviation
has just begun.

Bill Boege
AOPA 10023797
Winter Haven, Florida

Get up to a $2250 credit when you
trade in a G500/G500H/G600 for a
new TXi Flight Display
Available thru December 18, 2020

To see more available Garmin promotions,
visit Garmin.com/promotions/aviation.
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TO LEARN MORE:
Wisconsin Aviation
Avionics@WisAv.com
608-268-5006

Your
Garmin Dealer 3
WisconsinAviation.com
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On Course

Airplanes are great tools
While reading a recent article in Aviation Week magazine, I
wasn’t too surprised to read that the general aviation and charter
aircraft sectors are recovering much more quickly than are
commercial airlines. We’re witnessing it every day at our FBOs.
Driven by health concerns, and severely limited by contracted
airline schedules, people are taking advantage of the ease and
security that private air travel offers to get to business meetings, to
vacation, or to travel to their second homes.
Thinking back on my own introduction to the world of personal
flight, I was reminded that flying is not only fun, providing a sense
of freedom and accomplishment, but that airplanes are valuable
tools. My experience began when an employer, tired of “being
tied to airline schedules” for our business travel, purchased a
Cessna C182 and began taking lessons. Soon after acquiring his
private pilot certificate and an instrument rating, he bought a
Cessna P210 and we began taking sales trips together for meetings
and making site visits at remote locations.
The capability of flying into noncommercial airports on our own
schedule was his primary objective when deciding to learn to fly
and buying a personal aircraft, but we soon realized there were

Did You
Know

other tangible advantages. Flying truly increased our efficiency.
We often were able to see several customers in a single day rather
than just one on a dedicated trip. No longer did we waste time in
commercial airport terminals, then jump in a rental car to drive
“the rest of the way,” sometimes hours, to a customer’s location.
Fact is, they would generally pick us up at a nearby local airport,
taking time to look over the airplane, impressed that we had flown
there on our own!
Unconstrained by airline schedules, we found that we were also
able to spend more time at home with our families. Trips that used
to require a full day of travel to the customer, with the inevitable
terminal hassles, cancellations, layovers, rental cars, and then a
day back with more of the same, were now out-and-back the same
day—and home for dinner! No more unnecessary hotel nights and
meals at yet another franchise restaurant. Even when we did need
to make longer overnight trips, family members and friends could
come along—even the family pet joined on occasion.
The truth is that private flying can often allow one to make
more efficient use of time. Using a private aircraft for travel
can accomplish more in one day than many other means of
transportation can in several days. That’s why they’re often called
“time machines.” Getting face to face with more customers in
a shorter time means making more sales. Doing it on your own
schedule means more flexibility and time to do other things you
enjoy.
Given a choice, there
aren’t any pilots or
aircraft owners I’ve
met who wouldn’t tell
you they prefer flying
themselves over driving
or spending time on
an airliner. And, if at
the end of the day you
found that flying to
your business meeting
was the best part of
your day, you might
want to consider a
career change. In case
you haven’t already
heard, we’re going
to be needing a lot of
professional pilots in the
future, and after all…
flying is fun!
Bill Peterson
Director, Flight Training

understand the third axis: roll. Their patented
wing-warping system controlled the Flyer’s
movement around its longitudinal axis.

The Joystick
A single control for aircraft ailerons and elevators is first known
to have been used by French aviation pioneer Louis Bleriot
on his Bleriot VIII aircraft in 1908. The technical term for
this device is “control column.” A. E. George was a pioneer
aviator who, along with a colleague named Jobling, built and
flew a biplane at Newcastle in England in 1910, which also
used a control column he dubbed a “George Stick.” He is
thought by some to have invented the control column, which
eventually became more popularly known as the “joystick.” The
George/Jobling aircraft control column is in the collection of
the Discovery Museum in Newcastle Upon Tyne, England. The
coining of the term “joystick” may actually be credited to Robert
Loraine, as his is the earliest known usage of the term. Loraine
is cited by the Oxford English Dictionary for using the term
“joystick” in his diary in 1909.
Prior to introduction of the control column, or joystick, aircraft
builders relied on devices similar to those used on the 1903
Wright Flyer to control flight. While other aviation visionaries
attempted to control flight in only two axes: pitch (nose up and
down) and yaw (nose side to side), the Wrights were the first to

COMMERCIAL DRONE

To pilot the Wright Flyer, one laid prone on
his stomach. The hips were secured in a “hip
cradle.” With a throttle lever in the right hand
and an elevator control lever in the left, roll
control was accomplished by sliding the hip
cradle laterally which, through a system of cables and pulleys,
deflected the edges of the wings’ outboard sections and caused
the airplane to bank. When the hip cradle was slid to the right,
the cable pulled the right wing tips down and the left wing tips
up. The left wing tips, with their increased angle of incidence,
generated more lift. The left wings rose as the right wings, with
their lift decreased, fell. The airplane rolled to the right. The
system worked, but as you can guess, it proved to be much too
cumbersome, and the required prone position made neck pain a
limiting human factor.
The Wrights’ system was soon replaced by ailerons and the
control column, or joystick. While the joystick is still common in
military aircraft, most contemporary civilian aircraft use a yoke
to manipulate the control surfaces. One exception is the ultramodern Cirrus aircraft, which uses two small joysticks, one on
each side of the cockpit, to control the aircraft.
If you ask anyone under 30 what a joystick is, they will probably
tell you it is something you use to play video games. But those of
us who have been around aviation for a while know what the true
joy of the joystick is.

Virtual GROUND SCHOOL

Everything you need to know to pass the Part 107 Knowledge Test

February 13, 2021
Saturday, 8:00 am - 4:00 pm
Virtual Instruction via Zoom
Discounted to $199 for the first 5 to sign up! (regularly $299)
(includes course and access to an online training program)
For more info or to register/prepay:
WisconsinAviation.com/drones-training-certification
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Fly stress-free. Fly in peace and comfort. Fly on your schedule.
Private air travel...where you can take control and be in the driver’s seat—literally.
OPTION 1: CHARTER A PLANE

We handle all the details while you enjoy a relaxing flight.

Simple | Safe | Secure

• Fly direct from your nearest local airport
to other small-town airports close to your
destination.
• No long lines, layovers, or intrusive security
screens. Car to sky in 10 minutes.
• Travel with those you know.
• Arrive and depart on your schedule.

OPTION 2: FLY YOURSELF

Learn to fly and enjoy the ultimate in travel freedom.

Efficient | Flexible | Fun

• Take your team with you at no extra cost.

• Learn to fly—get your pilot’s license.

• Take as much luggage as you want.

• Travel for business or pleasure.

• Let us handle your ground transportation
reservations, hotel accommodations, and
catering needs.

• Save hours of wasted airport terminal time.

• All aircraft are cleaned and sanitized to meet or
exceed the CDC standards.

• Enjoy your privacy and first-class seats.
• Hold enroute meetings in your airborne
conference room.
• Visit multiple locations in a limited time.

For no-obligation quotes: Charter@WisAv.com • 888-405-0211

• Experience the freedom of flight.
• Shrink your world!

• Over 25 rental aircraft from which to choose—
or let our aircraft brokerage team help you
purchase the perfect plane to meet your needs.
• Experience unmatched independence, sense
of accomplishment, and adventure of personal
flight while traveling to your next business
meeting.

• Superior schedule flexibility.
• Take your business colleagues, family, and
even your pet along.
• Enjoy viewing our world from a whole different
perspective.

For more information: FlightSchool@WisAv.com • 608-268-5024
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Wisconsin Aviation & Madison College
Form Flight Training Partnership
Responding to the worldwide pilot-shortage experienced by the
aviation industry, temporarily interrupted by the COVID-19
pandemic, Wisconsin Aviation has partnered with Madison
College to offer a fast-track program for aspiring professional
aviators. The Professional Aeronautics Certificate (PAC) is a twoyear accelerated program designed for students seeking a direct
pathway to a flying career. The PAC program includes ground
courses (taught at Madison College) and flight training (provided
by Wisconsin Aviation) for private pilot certification, instrument
flight rating, commercial pilot certification, certified flight
instructor certificate, and instrument instructor rating. Students
enrolled in the program will spend approximately 20 hours per
week for ground school, flight training, and home study during
two academic years, completing the program in approximately
21 months. After graduation, they’ll be eligible to be hired as
Certified Flight Instructors and typically spend another 18-24
months instructing and building the necessary flight experience to
apply for jobs with airlines and other commercial flight operators.
Considering that COVID-19 has possibly changed education
forever, the PAC program was specifically designed to get ahead
of the demand for pilots, which is destined to return once the
demand for travel resumes to normal levels. Graduates will be
well prepared and ideally positioned to meet this demand. “Our
market research began in 2015, revealing an underserved market
in Wisconsin and indicated that flexibility, competitive pricing,
and a minimal time commitment are key differentiators,” says
Dr. Chris Johnson, Collegiate Program Director for Wisconsin

Aviation, who began proving the training model while teaching
and building aviation courses at the University of WisconsinMadison’s Engineering Department.
“We meet market demand by designing ground-school courses
that can be taught in person, in a mixed format, or completely
online. We also chose the Cirrus SR20 aircraft, one of the most
advanced flight trainers on the market,” says Johnson. He went
on to explain that the PAC Program was designed with flexibility
in mind. “We want to accommodate a wide range of students,
from high-school graduates seeking an accelerated pathway to a
flying career to returning adult students seeking to make a career
change.” This program allows students to simultaneously pursue
a degree of their choice and/or work part time during training.
Another benefit is they’ll be able to begin their career a full two
years before graduates of many other competing programs. “In
fact, students can spend less money on their training and roughly
a fourth the amount of time in school before being eligible to be
hired. That’s quite attractive to many students,” says Johnson, an
Air Force Veteran, commercial pilot, and an experienced flight
instructor himself.
According to current market predictions, right now is an ideal
time to start flight training. Most industry experts forecast
the pilot shortage the industry faced in 2017 through 2019 to
return sometime in 2023/2024. The PAC program is a 21-month
program, meaning students beginning the program in the fall
semester of 2021 will complete training in 2023, work as an
instructor for 18-24 months building
time towards the 1,500 flight hours
needed to apply for an Airline
Transport (ATP) rating (a requirement
for scheduled air carriers or corporate
flight departments) and be ready by
2025, when employers are predicted
to be actively recruiting again to meet
their demand for qualified pilots.
For more information on the PAC
program, visit:
www.wisconsinaviation.com/
professional-aeronautics-certificate.

Heart Disease and Your Medical
As many of you know, heart disease is one of the specific
disqualifying conditions under 14 CFR part 67. These conditions
include angina pectoris, heart valve replacement, coronary artery
disease that has required treatment or, if untreated, that has been
symptomatic or clinically significant, myocardial infarction
(damage to the heart muscle), heart transplant, or placement of a
permanent pacemaker.
The protocol for evaluation of coronary heart disease was updated
in 2014. Coronary heart disease (CHD) is now divided into four
main categories, with or without myocardial infarction (MI).
These categories are as follows:
1. Open revascularization (surgery) of any artery(s) and left
main coronary artery stenting (with or without MI).
2. Percutaneous intervention (angioplasty, usually with stent)
(with or without MI).
3. MI without any open or percutaneous intervention.
4. MI from non-coronary artery disease (examples are cardiac
trauma, complications of catheterization, Factor V Leiden,
and others).
The required recovery time before consideration and the required
tests will vary based on the airman medical certificate applied for
and which of the four CHD categories above exists. Six months
is the required recovery time for all classes of medical for open
revascularization of any coronary artery(s) or left main coronary
stenting (#1 above). Three months is required for percutaneous
intervention excluding left main coronary artery interventions;
MI, uncomplicated, without any open or percutaneous
interventions; and MI from non-coronary artery disease (#2, 3 &
4 above).
Required documentation for all pilots with conditions 1, 2, or 3
above include:
• The required documentation, including a graded exercise test
(GXT) and cardiac catheterization, must be accomplished
no sooner than 6 months or 3 months post-event, depending
upon the underlying condition as listed above.
• Copies of all medical records (inpatient and outpatient)
pertaining to the event.

A Visit with
the AME
Dr. Terry Turke

Dr. Terry Turke is an FAA Senior Aviation Medical Examiner
(AME) located in Watertown, Wisconsin (920-261-2020).
• Current status report from treating cardiologist, which needs
to be very thorough.
• Current Bruce Protocol GXT. For third class, this can be
a plain GXT. First and unlimited second class require a
maximal radionucleotide GXT.
Required documentation for all pilots with MI due to noncoronary disease (#4 above) includes a status report from treating
physician and copies of all medical records (inpatient and
outpatient) pertaining to the event.
For first and unlimited second class, the following additional
documentation is required:
• For conditions requiring a 6-month recovery, a 6-month
post-event cardiac catheterization and 6-month post-event
maximal radionucleotide GXT.
• For conditions requiring a 3-month recovery, a 3-month
post-event cardiac catheterization and 3-month post-event
maximal radionucleotide GXT.
• The applicant should indicate if a lower class medical
certificate is acceptable (if they are found ineligible for the
class sought).
Additional required documentation for percutaneous intervention
includes the operative report or post-procedural report. In
addition, if a stent was placed, the report must contain the make
of the stent, implant locations, and the length and diameter of
each stent.
AME Assisted Special Issuance (AASI) is available for CAD.
However, only FAA physicians can provide the initial certification
authorization and grant the Authorization for Special Issuance.

Ask the AME

Have questions about your medical or about the human factors associated
with flying? Send them to: Talewinds@WisconsinAviation.com or mail to
Wisconsin Aviation Talewinds • 1741 River Drive • Watertown, WI 53094
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Congratulations,
Superstars!
Solo Status
Chris Bergstresser
Riley Briggs
Alex Browne
Ryan Calkins
Luis Carrion
Colin Devyor
Cameron Fuller
Michael Garvin
Jesse Kruse
Shane Lapen
Eric Lu
Logan Lund
Bethany Mahnke
Zane McConkey
Max Mills
Andrew Morrow

Darren Neuman
Farhan Parekh
Will Peterson
Bryce Richey
Sarah Schultz
Jianping Shen
Jake Sprindis
Jayden Stocks
Erik Stuart
Kaitlyn Twesme
Parker Vande Voort
Isac Veers
Mingyang Wang
Maya Welch
Yoyo Yin

(continued from p. 1)

So, yes, we have stayed busy. As always, the coolest part of our
business is our great group of customers. It’s really been fun to
reconnect with some we haven’t seen for a while as well as getting
to know some new ones. I truly believe aviation attracts the most
fascinating and nicest people on earth. The year 2020 will be
remembered for a long time but not all negatively. I’m hesitant to
predict what 2021 will bring, but we will be looking forward to
helping you make it the best it can be.

1966 Cessna 182J – N3158F

Instrument
Kyle Bainer
Jacob Diener (fixed
wing add-on)
Danny Gallo
Dr. Paul Riegleman
Eric Taylor
Multi-Engine
Greg Gates
Austin Levin
Commercial
Dolly Brickl
Tim Caves
Zac Webster
Instrument Instructor
Harley Miskov
Paul Phelps (reinstated)

1970 Cessna 310Q – N7602Q

Stay well and thank you for your support!
Jeff Baum

3473 TTSN, Only 270 SMOH! May annual, GTN-650, MK12D, ADS-B, 4-place intercom, Metco wingtips, shoulder
harnesses, nice in & out! $79,000

1980 Cessna 340A RAM IV – N340BB

Certificates & Ratings
Private Pilot
Jackson Charlesworth
Esther Derksen
Peter Geier
Luke Hilliard
Benjamin Love-Jackson
Isaac Love-Jackson
Jack Mayer
Zane McConkey
Chris Nelson
Ryan O’Neill
Nicholas Pfundheller
Jeremiah Pinch
Justin Potts
James Rohde
Michael Sensenbrenner
Alex Stuhl
Eric Swanson
Isac Veers
Maya Welch

Aircraft for Sale

A View from Our President

• CAPS Replacement

• Transition Training

• Avionics Service

• Recurrent Training

• Composite Repairs

• SR20 & SR22 Aircraft

• Paint & Detailing
• Pickup & Delivery

Pristine! Only 2010 TT, 235 SMOH (10/15), Aspen EFD 1000
Pro MAX with SVT! Avidyne IFD 540 WAAS, ADS-B Out!
JPI 790 color digital, VGs, GAMI injectors, hot props, October
annual. A fast, classic beauty! $159,000

1985 Cessna Citation 501 – N361DE

Available for Rent

(see website for photos
and specifications)

Needed…
Pilots to Fly
Jumpers!

Cruise over 200 KIAS in cabin-class, pressurized comfort in this
beautiful executive twin with Aspen, 650/340, ADS-B, spoilers,
550/275 SMOH, and much more! $249,000

If you have a commercial pilot
certificate and a total of 500 hours and
would like to build your hours, you can fly
for time with the Seven Hills Skydivers. If
interested, call Greg Porter @ 608-712-2544 or
Don Woods @ 920-319-0377.

For full specifications and photos, visit our website at WisconsinAviation.com.
Partner with Wisconsin Aviation and take advantage of our proven brokerage process. Our detailed listings and thorough aircraft reviews
attract buyers from all over the world and give them confidence to take action! As one of the Midwest’s largest aircraft brokers and
a leader in the aviation industry, we are equipped to provide you with maximum exposure and expertise guidance in the sale of your
aircraft. Whether you are looking to sell, upgrade, or purchase an aircraft, contact our sales team to find out how we can make your next
transaction smooth and seamless.

3rd to last 501 made. Only 6995 TT, 2946/2077 SMOH, GTN
750/GNS 530W, Primus 300SL, Dual GTX-345R ADS-B, SPZ500 Autopilot. Very good in & out. Phase V due 5/21. $375,000
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

What’s Around the Corner
Nov 3

MSN – Private Pilot Ground School – Tuesdays thru Feb. 2, 6-9 pm

Feb 13

Commercial Drone Virtual Ground School – Saturday, 8 am-4 pm
See ad on page 5 for more details

HANGAR SPACE FOR RENT at KRYV
(Watertown, WI)
Spaces available for pistons thru turbines
• Reasonable rates and fuel prices
• Adequate runways for corporate jets
• On-site maintenance and flight training
• Located between Madison and Milwaukee

For more info: Krys Brown at KrysB@WisAv.com or 920-261-4567
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